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Abstract: Informa on acquisi on problems form a class of stochas c decision problems in which a decision maker, by carefully
controlling a sequence of ac ons with uncertain outcomes, dynamically refines the belief about (Markovian) parameters of interest. Examples arise in pa ent care, computer vision, spectrum u liza on, and joint source--channel coding. A generaliza on of hidden Markov models and a special case of par ally observable Markov models, informa on acquisi on is a purely informa onal
problem. In par cular, due to the sequen al nature of the problem, the decision maker relies on his current informa on state to
constantly (re-)evaluate the trade-oﬀ between the precision and cost as well as the influence that every ac on has over the en re
decision making horizon.
In this talk, as a special case of informa on acquisi on, we consider the problem of two-dimensional visual search as
an ac ve hypothesis tes ng problem. We first provide a brief survey of the corresponding literature on ac ve hypothesis tes ng and
design of experiments. In par cular, we review the dynamic programming interpreta on of informa on u lity introduced by
De Groot as well as the no on of asympto c op mality due to Chernoﬀ. We connect the stochas c control theore c no on of informa on u lity to the test reliability in sta s cs and informa on theory. We then underline the main drawback of Chernoﬀ’s asympto c op mality no on: his neglec ng the complimentary role of the number of hypotheses, i.e. the resolu on of visual search in our
case. More precisely, we show that Chernoﬀ's no on of asympto c op mality falls short in showing the tension between using
(asympto cally large number of) visual samples for a low resolu on iden fica on of the target with (asympto cally) high accuracy
or a (asympto cally) high resolu on of target iden fica on with a lower degree of accuracy.
To address the above shortcomings, we connect De Groot's informa on u lity framework with the Shannon theore c concept of uncertainty reduc on and strengthen Chernoﬀ's lower bound to account for the resolu on of the search. This lower bound,
as a corollary, provides upper bounds on maximum informa on acquisi on rate and the op mal reliability as a func on of rate. We
also introduce Extrinsic Jensen–Shannon (EJS) divergence as a measure of informa on based on which a heuris c acquisi on strategy is constructed.
Via numerical and asympto c analysis, the performance of the proposed policy, hence the u lity of the EJS divergence in
the context of two-dimensional visual search is inves gated. In par cular, under a mild technical condi on, it is shown that the proposed heuris c achieves a strictly posi ve informa on acquisi on rate with a strictly posi ve error exponent Furthermore, in the
special case of uniform and mean-symmetric noise model, EJS policy is shown to achieve the upper bound on reliability func on.
This is joint work with Mohammad Naghshvar, Ofer Shayevitz, and Michele Wigger.
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